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The WelfareEffects of ForbiddingDiscriminatory
Discounts:A SecondaryLine Analysis
of Robinson-Patman
Daniel P. O'Brien
U.S. Departmentof Justice
Greg Shaffer
Universityof Michigan
We examine the welfare effects of forbiddingprice discriminationin intermediate goods marketswhen firmscan bargainover terms of theirnonlinear
supply contracts. In particular,ourfocus is on secondary line injuryto competitionunder three interpretationsof what it means to forbidprice discrimination. We find that in each case, forbiddingdiscriminatorydiscounts renders
retailerbargainingpower useless in mitigatingmanufacturermarketpower.As
a result, all retailersend up paying higher inputprices, and all retailprices
rise. We show by example that the welfareloss can be substantial.
1. Introduction
An oft encounteredquestionin antitrustlaw is whetherexternalitiescausedby
particularbusiness practices harm competitionor simply transferrents. Nowhere are the issues more difficultthan in intermediategoods markets,where
buyers of a productsubsequentlycompete in its resale. Because downstream
firms' demandsare interdependent,each firm'sprofitdepends not only on its
own input price but also on those of its rivals. If some buyers can use their
bargainingleverage to extract discounts that rivals cannot secure, the rivals
are disadvantagedand therebyinjured.Injuryto competitors,however, is not
the same thing as injuryto competition, and it is not obvious thatcompetition
is harmedin this case.
Nevertheless, in an effort to protect small business from alleged unfair
purchasingpracticesof largerrivals, and therebyto ensure"equalcompetitive
opportunity,"Congressenacted the Robinson-PatmanAct in 1936. It amends
Section 2a of the original Clayton Act, and makes it unlawfulfor a seller "to
discriminate in price between different purchasersof commodities of like
grade and quality" where substantialinjury to competition may result. As
interpretedby the courts, price discriminationhas often been found to be
illegal upon a mere showing of injuryto competitors.This interpretationhas
rightfullyspawnedan enormousamountof criticismwhen appliedto primary
line cases (alleged injury to rivals of the seller offering the discriminatory
We thank three anonymous referees and the editor for their helpful comments. The views
expressed herein are not purportedto representthose of the U.S. Departmentof Justice.
? 1994 by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. 8756-6222/94/$5.00
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price), but surprisingly,there has been little criticism of its application to
secondary line cases (alleged injury to rivals of the buyer receiving the discriminatoryprice).
Indeed, a common view is that society is best served by ensuring "equal
competitive opportunity"among downstreamrivals. Accordingto one proponent, who is now a federaljudge:
Price discriminationimpairs efficiency in the market in which the purchasersfrom the
discriminatingseller sell, by creatingcompetitivecost disparitiesunrelatedto differences
in the relative efficiency of the competitors. The purchaserto whom the discriminating
seller sells at a lower price may be no more efficient than the competing seller who is
charged a higher price. (Posner, 1976:177)

An alternativeview, expressedby Bork (1978), is that the welfare effect of
forbiddingprice discriminationin secondaryline cases is ambiguousat best.
Borrowing from the literatureon third-degreeprice discriminationin final
goods markets, he notes that price discriminationgenerally results in buyers
with a low (high) elasticity of demandreceiving a higher (lower) price than
they would receive underuniformlinearpricing. He concludesthatthe overall
effect on welfare is likely to be positive if new marketsare served at the lower
price; otherwise, the change in welfare turns on the concavity of demand
curves.
However, Katz (1987:154) (who came "to exhume Robinson-Patman,not
to praise it") correctly points out that there are fundamentaldifferences between final goods and intermediategoods markets. One difference is that in
intermediategoods marketsbuyers have interdependentdemands. Anotheris
thatbuyersof intermediategoods can often integratebackwardand supply the
input themselves. Building on these insights, Katz shows in a model with
linear pricing that "under reasonable conditions, intermediategoods price
discrimination leads to higher input prices being charged to all buyers"
(1987:156). The implication is that, ceteris paribus, Robinson-Patmanmay
be socially beneficial.
But intermediategoods markets differ from final goods marketsin other
ways as well, most notably in the propensity.of suppliers to bargain with
downstreamfirms and use nonlinearpricing. The consequencesof these prac-

1. Primaryline cases used to turn on showing injuryto competitorsfrom alleged predatory
conduct by the defendant.See Moss v. FTC, 148 F.2d 378, (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 326 U.S. 734
(1945), where the Court indicated that diversion of business away from rivals in itself was
sufficient to violate the statute. In anotherexample, which Bowman (1967:84) has called "the
most anticompetitiveantitrustdecision of the decade," Utah Pie Co. v. ContinentalBaking Co.,
386 U.S.685 (1967), the Supreme Court inferred injury to competition from evidence of a
"drasticallydeclining price structure."Since then, the burden of proof on plaintiffs claiming
predation has grown substantially. Recently, in Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp., 113 U.S. 2578 (1993), the Supreme Court ruled that a claim of primaryline
injuryunderRobinson-Patmanis of the same generalcharacteras a predatorypricingclaim under
Section 2 of the ShermanAct, thus making it much tougher to win a primaryline case.
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tices for efficiency are substantiallydifferentunder downstreamrivalry than
they are underdownstreammonopoly. In the lattercase, the seller and single
buyer each agree that the marginalpaymentshould be chosen to induce the
buyer to maximize joint profits;bargainingoccurs only over the fixed payment. Under rivalry,however, each buyer has an incentive to negotiate unilaterally a lower marginalpayment in an effort to gain a cost advantageover
its rivals. Obviously, a cost advantagegives the buyer higher profits in the
resale market. But since each buyer ignores the effect on its rivals' profits, it
does not fully internalizethe dissipationin joint profits. Since lower marginal
payments subsequentlytranslateinto lower retail prices, consumersstand to
gain, and on balance social welfare rises as well.2 Interveningin this process
by forbidding intermediateproduct price discriminationcan have adverse
consequences.
To illustratethis idea, Section 2 presentsa model of a single manufacturer
who negotiates nonlinearcontractswith two retailerswho subsequentlycompete in distribution.We solve for a "benchmark"equilibriumfor the case of
no governmentintervention.
Section 3 examines how alternativeinterpretationsof the government'sban
on price discriminationaffect equilibriumpricing. While the precise meaning
of secondaryline price discriminationunderRobinson-Patmanis not given in
the statute, the courts appear to have settled on the following: The act is
violated if (a) retailersare offereddifferentpaymentschedules, or (b) retailers
are offered the same payment schedule, but the discounts received by some
retailersare not "functionallyavailable"to all. Translatingthis interpretation
into the implied restrictionson the set of bargaininginstrumentsavailablein
the model allows us to solve for various Robinson-Patmanequilibria. Our
main finding is that forbiddingintermediategoods price discriminationleads
to higher marginalinput prices for all buyers. In contrastto Katz, our model
implies that, ceteris paribus, Robinson-Patmanunambiguouslyreduces welfare. This findingis independentof both the degree of asymmetryamong the
downstreamfirms as well as their idiosyncraticbargainingpowers.
Section 4 illustratesthese resultsin a lineardemandexample, which shows
that the welfare loss caused by Robinson-Patmancan be quite large. We also
compare and contrastprofits under alternativeregimes. Not everyone loses
under Robinson-Patman;this may account for some of the lobbying behavior observed when the act was passed and whenever policy reforms are
considered.

2. The failureto maximizejoint profitsin this case is due to a formof contractualincompleteness. The problem is that underbilateralbargaining,nonlinearcontractsare insufficientto align
incentives for bilateralopportunismwith the goal of maximizingjoint profits. Doing so requires
retailers' payments to depend on their own and their rivals' actions (see O'Brien and Shaffer,
1992). There are many reasonswhy such contractsmay not be feasible, rangingfrom the costs of
enforcementto illegality under the antitruststatutes.
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2. Model
We consider an intermediategoods market in which a single manufacturer
produces a productat constant marginalcost c and sells it to two competing
retailersfor subsequentdistributionto final consumers.The upstreammonopoly assumptionis made partlyfor tractabilityand partlyto rule out a prioriany
primary line issues. In particular,we will not be concerned with issues of
predatorypricing, or whether price discriminationfosters cartel instability.
Thus, our welfare conclusions ignore these traditionalconcerns. The assumption of constant marginalcost dismisses any possible Robinson-Patmandefense on cost justificationgrounds.3The restrictionto two retailersis purely
for expositional convenience. Like the assumptionof constantmarginalcost,
it can be generalized without altering any qualitativeresults.
Retailersare differentiatedin the sense thatalthoughthe productthey sell is
homogeneous, customers have differentstore preferences.Let consumer demands for the productsof retailers1 and 2 be Di(Pi ,P2), i = 1,2. We assume
thatdemandsare downwardsloping, thatthe goods are substitutes,and that a
unit increase in both prices causes the demand for good i to fall.
We consider a three-stagemodel of pricing and distribution.In the initial
stage, the manufacturerpublicly announces supply terms for each retailer.
Unfortunatelyfor the manufacturer,he cannot commit to these terms in the
absence of laws constraininghis behavior.Thus, he may soon (stage two) find
himself entering into private, bilateralnegotiationswith each retailer,as described in detail below. Stage one is actuallyredundantwhen negotiationsare
unconstrainedin stage two, but it becomes importantwhen bilateralrenegotiation is disallowed by Robinson-Patman.We have in mind situations like
what occurred in U.S. v. Borden Company, 370 U.S. 460 (1962), where
suppliersof fluid milk used privatelettersto offer varyingdiscountsto certain
chain stores and independents(Breit and Elzinga, 1989:363). Such discounts
may be offered unilaterally by the manufacturer,or they may arise from
bargainingpressureexerted by downstreamfirms.
Once contract terms are agreed upon, the retailers engage in Bertrand
competition (stage three) to establish final goods prices. A key assumptionis
that the ith retailer's negotiated contract is private informationbetween the
manufacturerand retailer i. This assumption is naturalwhen contracts are
determinedthroughbilateralbargaining,since firmswould adhereto publicly
announcedfirst-stagecontractsonly if it were in their bilateralinterestto do
so. An implication is that a (secret) adjustmentin one buyer's marginal
3. One of the traditionalcriticisms of the Robinson-PatmanAct is that discriminationunder
the law is not the same thing as economic discrimination.In theory, the act allows for price
differentials"which make only due allowance for differencesin the cost of manufacture,sale, or
delivery."In practice, however, the cost justificationdefense is generallyrecognizedas a mirage.
The inherent difficulty in determiningeconomic costs and arbitrarinessin allocating them to
individual products makes for a very difficult trial defense. Our model abstracts from these
difficulties by ruling out cost differences from the start.
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payment does not affect its rival's final goods pricing behavior.Thus, when
the manufacturerand retaileri adjustonly their contract, they take as given
the retail price the rival plans to set.
We capturethe essence of both fixed and marginalpaymentsby assuming
thatretaileri's paymentto the manufactureris 0 if Di = 0 andF, + w,D, if Di
> O, where wi is the marginalpayment (wholesale price) and Fi is the fixed
payment. The fixed payment can be either a fixed fee (if positive) or a
discriminatoryslotting allowance (if negative). Let the manufacturer'sprofit
be ;Mr = 22-(wi - c)D(P1,P2) + Fi, and let retaileri's profitbe ri = (Pi w,)Di(P1,P2) - Fi. We assume that if an equilibriumto the Bertrandpricing
game exists in which both retailersare active, that equilibriumis unique.4
2.1 Solving the Model in the Absence of GovernmentIntervention
When a degree of non-transferability... sufficientto make [price] discriminationprofitable is present, the relationbetween the monopolisticseller and each buyer is, strictly,
one of bilateralmonopoly. The terms of the contractthat will emerge between them is,
therefore, .. . subject to the play of that "bargaining"(Pigou, 1932:278).

Turning to the details of the contracting process, we assume that when
Robinson-Patmanis not enforced, the manufacturerbargainssimultaneously
with each retailerin stage two. A variety of assumptionshave been made in
the literatureabout the details of bargainingin vertical control models like
ours. The most common assumption is that the manufacturerhas all the
bargaining power, and offers take-it-or-leave-ittwo-parttariffs that are observed by both retailersbefore choosing final prices (i.e., stage two would be
the same as stage one in our setup). Under this assumptionit is well known
that the unique subgame perfect equilibriumyields a wholesale price vector
w' that induces retailersto charge the vertically integratedretail price vector
Pi and fixed fees that collect retailers'surplus(Dixit, 1983; Mathewsonand
Winter, 1984). A difficultywith using this approachto examine the effects of
Robinson-Patman,however, is that it ignores incentivesthe manufacturerand
each retailermay have to renegotiateprivately.
We desire an equilibriumconcept incorporatingthe idea that equilibrium
contractsshould be robustagainstprivaterenegotiationby firmswho contract
with each other, at least in situationswhen bilateralrenegotiationis legal. A
fairly general way to capturethis idea is to define a bargainingequilibriumas
a set of contracts(and Bertrandfinal goods prices inducedby those contracts)
thatsimultaneouslysolve asymmetricNash bargainingsolutions (Nash, 1953)
between the manufacturerand each retailer.5To ensure that each Nash bar4. It suffices to assume thatretaileri's profitundertwo-parttariffsis concave in Pi and obeys
> Ia2zjr/aPaiPj.
the dominantdiagonal condition la2nrj/aP21
5. The phrase"bargainingequilibrium"is due to Harsanyi(1977), who considersthe general
problemof simultaneousbargainingby two-playercoalitions in N-playerbargaininggames. Our
definition is actually closer to that of Horn and Wolinsky (1988), who examine incentives for
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gaining problem is well defined under our assumptionthat contractsare private information,we assume that the manufacturerand each retailerbargain
taking the rival retailer'scontractand retail price as given.6
In additionto embodyingthe idea of robustnessagainstrenegotiation(to be
made more precise below), the bargainingequilibriumconcept also has foundations in noncooperativegame theory.Appendix A describestwo extensiveform games that yield bargaining equilibria as perfect Bayesian equilibria
under the "refinement"that retailers view any unexpected behavior by the
manufactureras a unilateraldeviation.7Hence, our assumptionthatthe manufacturer and retailer bargain taking the rival retailer's contract as given is
equivalent to assuming unilateral deviations beliefs in the underlying
extensive-formgame (see AppendixA). This assumptionis not innocuous, as
discussed in more detail below.
The Nash bargainingproblemof the manufacturerand retaileri is described
by their disagreementpoints, (dM,O), and by the convex set of payoff pairs,
Qi = {(M^,ni)Mm- dM, 7i - 0}. We assume the disagreementpoint dM
correspondsto the profitthe manufacturerexpects to earnif negotiationswith
retailer i breaks down. In this event, the manufacturerand rival retailer
negotiate as bilateral monopolists according to their respective bargaining
strengths.8
A set of asymmetric Nash bargainingsolutions is a vector of wholesale
prices and fixed fees that maximize the Nash products i0 = (nM = 1,2, where ai E (0,1) is a measureof the manufacturer's
dM)a,(ri)( l-a, i
bargainingpower in negotiations with retailer i. Differentiating/i with respect to Fi gives the pair of first-orderconditions

aFi = a,7ri +i -

(1)( -

) =

,

i= 1,2.
, 2.)

Differentiating0, with respectto wi, using (1), and simplifyinggives the firstorder conditions
horizontal mergers by upstreamand downstreamfirms when input prices are negotiated. The
main differencebetween our definitionand theirsis thatthey considerobservablelinearcontracts,
whereas we consider nonlinearcontractsthat are private information.
6. We thankan anonymousreferee for suggesting the need to clarify the assumptionsdefining
the utility possibility frontierin each bilateralbargainingproblem.
7. This restrictionis referredto as "passive beliefs" by McAfee and Schwartz (1994) and
"market-by-marketbargaining"by Hart and Tirole (1990). The same idea is implicit in the
"contractequilibrium"concepts of Cremerand Riordan(1987) and O'Brien and Shaffer(1992).
8. Under this assumptionthe Nash bargainingsolution between the manufacturerand each
retailercorrespondsto the equilibriumof an alternating-offer,noncooperativebargaininggame in
which firms are motivated to reach agreementby fears that negotiationsmay break down. Our
qualitativeresults hold equally well when the disagreementpoint correspondsto the profitstream
the manufacturerearns from firmj while in a state of disagreementwith firm i. See Binmore,
Rubinstein, and Wolinsky(1986) for the theoreticalconnectionbetween noncooperativebargaining and these two interpretationsof the disagreementpoint in the Nash bargainingsolution. The
assumptionmade here simplifies computationsin deriving explicit solutions to the model.
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OD,i
Di + (Pi + c) O- + (wi -c)
i,

aD
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= 1 2,

j
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(2)

Optimal retailerpricing requires
D
aD.
=0
Di + (Pi w!)

i=
2.
Di+(Pi-W;?ap'=?
i-1,2.1,

(3)

Conditions(1), (2), and (3) are necessaryfor (wi, w2, Fl, F2, Pl, P2) to arise
in a bargaining equilibrium. Surprisingly,they yield the following strong
prediction.
Proposition 1. When price discriminationis allowed, the bargainingequilibriumwholesale prices equal the manufacturer'smarginalcost.9
Proof. SubstitutingEquation(3) into (2), we see that setting w1 = w2 = c
satisfies (2). Thus, w = w2 = c is a solution to Equations(2) and (3), and
fixed fees can be chosen to satisfy (1). AppendixB shows that marginalcost
Q.E.D.
pricing is the only solution to Equations(1)-(3).
This conclusion is independentof ai and holds for any amountof demand
asymmetry.Intuitively, because retailer2 cannot observe retailer l's actual
supply terms, the manufacturerand retailer 1 know that a unilateraladjustment in w, will not affect either P2 or F2. Suppose w2 = c, so that the
manufacturerextracts a surplus of F2 from retailer2. Then in negotiations
with retailer 1, it is as if retailer 2 does not exist. The manufacturerand
retailer1 simply act as if they arebilateralmonopolists, takingP2 as given. In
this case, it is well known thatthe Nash bargainingsolution reducesto a twostep procedure. The two parties first maximize joint surplus by choosing a
marginal payment equal to marginal cost (w1 = c), then they divide the
surplus with a fixed fee determinedaccordingto their individualbargaining
strengths. Now suppose w, = c. Then by the same reasoning, the manufacturer and retailer2 perceive themselves as bilateralmonopolists and choose
w2 = c. Thus, the set of contractswith wi = w2 = c and F1,F2 chosen to
reflect bargainingstrengthsare mutual(bilateral)best responsesand therefore
arise in a bargainingequilibrium.
This intuitionis analogousto that given by Katz (1991) for the case of two
principals distributinggoods through separate agents who do not observe
each other's contracts. In our model, the common principallink between the
two retailersis effectively separatedby the assumptionthat the manufacturer
and each retailerbargaintaking the rival retailer'scontractas given, which is
equivalent to assuming that retailershave unilateraldeviations beliefs in the
9. This result is robust to allowing general nonlinearcontracts(O'Brien and Shaffer, 1992)
and Courot competition (Hart and Tirole, 1990; McAfee and Schwartz, 1994).
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underlying extensive-form bargaininggame (see Appendix A). Without restrictions on beliefs, the extensive-formgame generally has multiple perfect
Bayesian equilibria, some of which involve wholesale prices above marginal
cost.10 It is in that sense that the unilateral deviations beliefs assumption
implicit in the bargainingequilibriumconcept is not innocuous.
Our reason for adopting the bargainingequilibriumconcept is that it embodies the idea of robustnessagainst privaterenegotiation.To see this, note
thatin additionto characterizingthe bargainingequilibriumwholesale prices,
Equation(2) is the first-ordercondition for choosing a wholesale price wi to
maximize the bilateral profits zM + ri of the manufacturerand retailer i.
Since wholesale prices equal marginalcost in any bargainingequilibrium,it
follows that if either wholesale price were differentfrom marginalcost, the
manufacturerand at least one retailercould secretly negotiatea new wholesale
price that would increase theirjoint surplus, and a fixed fee that would make
both firms better off. I
Despite theirbest efforts, neitherretailerin this model gains a marginalcost
advantageover its rival in equilibrium.12This does not mean thatthe resulting
retail prices are the same (since demands may be asymmetric),nor does it
mean thatthe averageprices paid for the manufacturer'sproductarethe same.
Each retailer'saverageprice is determinedby the quantityit buys in equilibrium and its fixed fee. The fixed fee, in turn, depends inter alia on relative
bargainingpowers. Suppose, for example, thatretailer2 is a large chain store
and retailer 1 is a small independentlyowned concern. Then there are two
factorsthat may tend to give the chain a lower averageprice. First, because of
10. For example, if retailersbelieve they will be treatedsymmetrically(the "symmetrybeliefs" of McAfee and Schwartz, 1994), incentives for bilateralopportunismare attenuated,and
wholesale prices above marginal cost can be supported in perfect Bayesian equilibrium. As
McAfee and Schwartzpoint out, however, symmetrybeliefs are not very compelling, because the
manufacturer'spreferredcontractswith otherfirmsgenerallydifferfrom the contractwith the first
firm.
11. One might argue that the need to develop a reputationmight preventthe upstreamfirm
from engaging in this type of opportunism.But reputationalone is not always enough, especially
for young upstreamfirms. For example, retailersmay believe that the upstreamfirm will not be
aroundlong enough to reap the benefits of building a reputation.Even for experiencedfinns, if
downstreamordersare infrequent,the short-termgains from privaterenegotiationmay outweigh
the value of building a reputation.Anotherproblemarises if retailershave difficultydistinguishing opportunismfrom exogenous fluctuationsin marketconditions. In this case a supplier may
simply be unable to build a reputation. Finally, from the complex franchise contract law on
disclosure and dealer termination,it is clear that reputationdoes not work in every case.
12. We have abstractedfrom several considerationsthatcould give one buyer lower marginal
prices. First, the manufacturermay have a lower marginal cost of selling to one buyer than
another.If so, then each buyer would receive its good at the marginalcost of serving it. Second,
retailers may differ in their degrees of risk aversion. For example, a retailerthat is more risk
averse may negotiate a lower fixed payment in exchange for a higher wholesale price. Third,
some buyers may be compensated at the margin for performing tasks that are traditionally
leave these extensions for futureresearch,but note here thatas long
reservedfor wholesalers. WVe
as the engenderedcost advantageis small enough, our qualitativeresults will continue to hold.
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its size, the large chain can spreadits fixed cost over a greaterquantitythan
can its smallerrival. Second, the chain store is likely to have more bargaining
power than the smallerstore and hence may be able to negotiatea lower fixed
fee. 13
3. Forbidding Price Discrimination
A secondaryline violation of the Robinson-PatmanAct is establishedif there
is a reasonable possibility that the seller's discriminatoryprices may injure
competition. Historically,the SupremeCourthas inferredthe requisiteinjury
to competitionfrom price differentialssufficientin amountto influenceresale
prices or impairprofits.14
Translatedinto our model, we interpretthe Supreme Court as requiring
the marginal payment (i.e., the wholesale price) to be the same for both
retailers.This requirementis independentof whethera firmreceiving a lower
wholesale price passes some of it through to consumers via a lower retail
price. Obviously, any pass-throughcreates a retail price wedge over and
above what would exist in the absence of any discrimination,and the firm
paying the higher wholesale price has grounds to sue by virtue of the link
between the additionalwedge and its resulting loss in sales. But even if the
favored retailer does not lower its retail price, the firm paying the higher
wholesale price can still sue on the grounds that its profit was impaired
relative to its rival.'5
By the same reasoning, we interpretthe Supreme Court as requiringany
fixed paymentto be the same for bothretailers.However, whetheror not fixed
payments are even allowed depends on how the courts interpreta fixed payment schedule that is the same for all downstreambuyers regardlessof their
size. The law is somewhatambiguousregardinginstancesin which by virtue
of the same fixed payment, a large retailerin effect receives a lower average
price than a small retailer.But it appearsthata findingof injuryturnson the
degree of asymmetrybetween buyers. If a lower average price were judged
"functionally available" to all, then the manufacturer'spayment schedule
would not be deemed to have caused injury.On the other hand, if the lower

13. In general, the size of the discount a retailercan negotiateis increasingin its threatpoint,
the inverse of its discountrate, and its cost of makingbargainingconcessions. Thus, a chain store
may obtain a lower averageprice than a smaller independentstore because it has betteralternatives in the event negotiationsbreakdown, it has a higherdiscountrate, or it is more costly for it
to accept a higher price.
14. See FTC v. Morton Salt Co., 334 U.S. 37 (1948). In the Supreme Court's most recent
statementon secondaryline injury,Falls CityIndustries,Inc. v. VancoBeverage, Inc., 460 U.S.
428 (1983), it reaffirmedthatan inferenceof injurycan be overcome only by "evidencebreaking
the causal connection between a price differentialand lost sales or profits."
15. See ForemostDairies, Inc. v. FTC, 348 F. 2d 674 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 959
(1965). According to the most recent American Bar Association monographon the RobinsonPatmanAct (1980:99), the inferenceof injuryrule "applieseven if resale prices between favored
and unfavoredpurchasersremainthe same, since the lattermay still be injuredby impairmentof
their profits or their ability to provide services."
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averageprice were not "functionallyavailable"to all, then the requisiteinjury
would be found.16
Based on this interpretation,we consider two cases. In the first case, the
manufacturermust charge a common wholesale price and cannot specify a
fixed fee. In the second case, the manufactureris allowed to chargea common
fixed fee in additionto a common wholesale price. The second case is permitted provided the degree of asymmetryamong retailersis small enough. We
also consider a thirdcase which practicallymay arise because of information
constraints. In some situations the courts simply may not be able to verify
discriminatoryfixed fees. Thus, in our thirdcase, althoughthe manufacturer
must chargea common wholesale price, the fixed fees are determinedthrough
bargaining.
The timing in our model is the same as before. In the initial stage, the
manufacturerpublicly announcesits supply terms. However, these terms are
now subject to legal restrictions.Bargaining,if any, takes place in stage two,
and retail prices are chosen in stage three. We assume that bargainingcan
arise only in case three, thatis, only when the courtscannotverify discriminatory fixed fees, and then only over the fixed payment. We do not allow
bargainingover the wholesale price. Ourjustification for this assumptionis
the clause in Section 2f of the Robinson-PatmanAct which makesit illegal for
a buyer "knowingly to induce or receive a discriminationin price." In other
words, retailers in our model refrainfrom renegotiatingthe wholesale price
because if they were successful, they would be held liable for inducingillegal
price discrimination. The manufacturerobviously prefers that there be no
bargaining over the wholesale price and has every incentive to remind retailers of their liability under Section 2f.17
We begin by solving the retailers'pricing problem, the stage of the game
thatis common to each of the threecases. Eachretailerchooses its pricePi, to
maximize 7ti = (Pi - w)Di(P1,P2), i - 1,2. The first-orderconditions are
given as follows:

16. For instance, one of the reasons the Courtfound against MortonSalt was that "theoretically, these discounts are equally availableto all, but functionallythey are not,"MortonSalt, 334
U.S. 37, 42-43 (1948). According to Rowe (1962:97-98), "no price discriminationarises if the
same concessions arepracticallyaccessible to all customers"(he cites NationalLead Co., 49 FTC
791 (1953) and United StaresRubber Co., 28 FTC 1498 (1939)).
17. An alternativeassumption,which we do not make, is that retailerscan negotiateover the
wholesale price, cognizant of the fact that if any retaileris successful in obtaininga discount, the
lower wholesale price is then grantedto their rivals as well. The disadvantageof this alternative
assumptionis that it requiresa more complete specificationof the bargainingprocess, and would
at best only mitigate the welfare problem we identify, without altering our qualitative conclusions. Intuitively, bargainingover the wholesale price loses much of its appeal to buyers who
know that they cannot gain a marginal cost advantage. Adding to this is the fact that the
manufacturerwill be more reticent to grantwholesale price concessions precisely because such
concessions must be given to all buyers. Both of these factors lead to a higher wholesale price
when discriminationis forbiddenthan when it is allowed.
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0.

D2

aP2

(4)

Solving gives the final-stageequilibriumretailprices P* = (P,*(Wi),P2(w)).l8
We assume that retail prices are increasing in w. It suffices that reaction
functions be upwardsloping.
3.1 CommonWholesale Price, No Fixed Fee
Considerfirstthe strictestinterpretationof the Robinson-PatmanAct-that is,
that the manufacturermust charge a common wholesale price and cannot
specify a fixed fee. Given the equilibriumretail prices derived above, the
manufacturer'sproblem is to choose w to maximize
ZZF = (W - c)

i

D,(P),

where the superscriptNF is a mnemonic for "no fee." DifferentiatingjrN[
with respect to w gives the first-ordercondition
2

2
i=l1

2

D,(P*) + (w - c) 2

2

'i=l

;1

)

d, d

w

= 0.

(5)

Solving yields wNF> c. Substitutinginto the final-stage equilibriumretail
prices gives P/F== P*(wF) > P*(c), for i = 1,2.
Proposition2. When the Robinson-PatmanAct requiresa common wholesale price and no fixed fee, both'retail prices are strictly higher than when
price discriminationis allowed.19
Intuitively,since the manufacturercannotextractsurpluswith a fixed fee, it
has no alternativethan to raise the wholesale price above its marginalcost.
18. Equilibriumretail prices are a functionof the common wholesale price, which is common
knowledge to both retailers.
19. That Robinson-Patmanresults in higher retail prices (Propositions2-4) is robust to the
constantmarginalcost assumption.One simply replaces c in condition (5) [and in conditions (6)
and (8), below] with C', where C(Di + D2) is the manufacturer'stotal cost. Then by the
same argumentsas in the text, the wholesale price will exceed marginalcost in each RobinsonPatmanregime, and a sufficient(but not necessary)conditionfor Robinson-Patmanto raise retail
prices is that C be convex. To see this, suppose instead that Robinson-Patmanlowers retail
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Retailersthen add their own markup.In effect, the courts mandatea "double
markup"solution, with consumers as the definitive losers.
3.2 Common Wholesale Price, CommonFixed Fee
A looser interpretationof the Robinson-PatmanAct is that a nonlinearpricing
schedule is permittedas long as the discounts are "functionallyavailable"to
all. In other words, in equilibrium,sales of the two retailersmust be "close
enough." Assuming thatDi(P*) D2(P*), in this subsectionwe analyze the
case in which the manufactureris allowed to charge a common wholesale
price and fixed fee. Assuming the manufacturersells to both retailers, it will
set its fixed fee to extract fully the surplusof the less profitableretailer.Let
retailer 1 be this retailer.Then, given the final-stageequilibriumretailprices,
the manufacturer'sproblem is to choose w to maximize
2

=iF= (w - c) S Di(P*) + 2(Pt - w)D (P*),
i=I

where the superscriptCF is a mnemonic for "common fee." Differentiating
;r[F with respect to w, using (4), and simplifying gives the first-order
condition
2

c) E
(w_-

2

i=t =

D-

d?i+ (D2(P*)- D,(P*))

OPj dw

aDI dP .
+ 2(P-W)
2t w)(6) -a)2 dw
Since dP=ldw > O, aDIl/P2 > 0 and D2(P*) - D1(P*) = 0, the left-hand
side of (6) is positive when evaluated at w = c.20 Assuming the objective
function is quasi-concavein w,21 the wholesale price is higherwhen discrimination is forbiddenthan when it is allowed. Let wcF denote the equilibrium
wholesale price. Substituting into the final-stage equilibrium retail prices
gives Pf = P*(wCF) > P*(c), for i= 1,2.

of convexcosts,(weakly)increases
prices.Thisincreasestotaldemand,andby theassumption
and since retailpricesare
upstreammarginalcost. Since w > C' underRobinson-Patman,
theinitial
increasesretailprices,contradicting
in v, thisimpliesthatRobinson-Patman
increasing
hypothesis.
20. More formally, a sufficient condition for the left-hand side of (6) to be positive, when
evaluated at w = c, is that sales of the less profitableretailer be less than sales of the more
profitableretailer.ForN > 2 retailers,the generalizationof the sufficientconditionis thatsales of
the least profitableretailerbe less than the average sales across all retailers.
21. The objective is quasi-concave, for example, under linear demand.
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Proposition3. When the Robinson-PatmanAct requiresa common wholesale price and fixed fee, and when the two-parttariff must be functionally
available to all (D2(P*) - DI(P*) - 0), both retail prices are strictly higher
than when price discriminationis allowed.
Intuitively, because the Robinson-PatmanAct prohibits retailers from
knowingly inducing discriminatoryprices, the wholesale price is not bargained down to marginalcost. Instead, the manufacturerunilaterallysets its
wholesale price above marginalcost in orderto internalizedownstreamcompetition and therebydrive retail prices closer to theirjoint profitmaximizing
levels.22 Consumersare unambiguouslyworse off as a result.
3.3 Common Wholesale Price, DiscriminatoryFixed Fees
The last scenario we consider is not so much a new interpretationof the
Robinson-PatmanAct as it is a recognitionof an informationconstrainton the
ability of the courts and retailersto ascertainprice discriminationviolations.
One possibility is thatthe courtscan verify wholesale prices but cannotverify
discriminatoryfixed fees, which may take the form of under-the-tablepayments, rebates, or otherallowances thatare difficultto uncover.In this case, a
disadvantagedretailer simply cannot prove a discriminatoryfixed fee violation of Robinson-Patman.Another possibility is that the courts can verify
fixed fees if called upon to do so, but a retailermay be unwilling to incurthe
cost of verificationif it does not know for sure whetherit has been disadvantaged. For example, suppose retailerscan infer discriminationonly when they
observe "surprise"retail prices by their rivals. Any rival who receives discriminatoryterms can hide this fact by setting its retailprice equal to what it
would set in the absence of any favoritism.By doing so, it avoidsdetection. In
either case, the Robinson-PatmanAct serves only to ensure stability in retail
prices, not equity in surplus extraction.
We model this situationby assuming that the manufacturermust choose a
common wholesale price, but that fixed fees are determinedthroughsecret
bilateralbargaining.23This case differsfrom the previoustwo in thatnow the
bargainingstage of the model matters.We proceedto solve backwards.Given
the final-stageBertrandequilibriumretailprices [PL(w),P2(w)],the manufacturerand each retailernegotiate in stage two over the fixed fees. Negotiations
with retaileri yields a fixed fee that maximizes the Nash product i = (7Mt 22. If the two-parttariffis not requiredto be functionallyavailableto all, the manufacturerhas
to balance its desire to internalizedownstreamcompetitionwith the possibility that sales of the
less profitableretailerwill be hurt more at the marginthan sales of the more profitableretailer.
This caveat arises because when the manufactureris restrictedto a common fixed fee, it cannot
fully extract the surplus of the more profitableretailer.
23. There is no loss of generalityin assuming that the wholesale price is observable.As long
as the recipientof the discriminatorycontractsets its retailprice equal to what it would set in the
absence of any favoritism,bargainingover the wholesale price and bargainingover the fixed fee
are equivalent.
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-a). Differentiatingqi with respect to Fi gives the pair of firstdMA)a,(sr)(

orderconditionsfoundin (1). Simultaneously
solvingthetwoequationsforFl
andF2 as functionsof w, andthensubstituting
themintothe manufacturer's
profityields
ala2 (E=i (P - c)Di) + aji(
- a1a2
a, + a2

-

- a)ad
-

(7)

wherethe superscript
DF is a mnemonicfor "discriminatory
fee."
choosesw to
Proceedingbackwards,in the initialstagethe manufacturer
maximizeits profit,knowinghow its decisionwill subsequently
affectfixed
fee negotiationsin stagetwoandretailpricingdecisionsin stagethree.Differentiating(7) withhrespectto w, using (4), andsimplifyinggives the firstordercondition
2

a,a2 ( ((w-c).
+
j-7i

2

E
d,
= aP
dw

i=t I=

2

+ Z aP- (
i= I ji

-) )

'

OPj dw

(1 - a,)a d(d,) = 0.
dw

(8)

SincedPf/dw > 0 andaDi,/Pj > O,j $ i, a sufficientconditionforthe lefthandsideof (8) to be positivewhenevaluatedatw = c is thatthederivativeof
the manufacturer's
disagreementpoint with respectto w be nonnegative.
Underourinterpretation
of the disagreement
pointas the profitthe manufacturercanexpectto earnif negotiations
withretaileri breakdown,thederivative is zero.24Hence,assumingthe objectivefunctionis quasi-concave
in w,
thewholesalepricewill be higherwhenpricediscrimination
is forbiddenthan
whenit is allowed.LetwDFdenotetheequilibrium
wholesaleprice.Substituting into the final-stageequilibriumretailprices gives p F = P,r(wDF)> P*(c)

fori= 1,2.

Act requiresa commonwholeProposition4. Whenthe Robinson-Patman
sale pricebutallowsdiscriminatory
fixedfees, bothretailpricesarestrictly
is allowed.
higherthenwhenpricediscrimination
24. The nonnegativityof the derivativeof the disagreementpoint with respectto wvis robustto
the alternative interpretationthat dM corresponds to the profit stream that the manufacturer
expects to earn from retailerj while he is in a state of disagreementwith retaileri. In this case,
- (I - c)[D,- D6], whereDE
=
+ j = a,P/ - c)D, + (w - c)[
)
-]
aj)(s
da, (v c)Dj
demand
a
for
while
retailer
is
in
state
i
of
j's product
represents
disagreement,D, represents
demand for i's productwhile retailerj is in a state of disagreement,and F. representsretailerj's
negotiatedfixed fee as a functionof w. Since D, > DZ,i = 1,2, it is straightforwardto verify that

(ad,f/aw)\
,,, > 0.
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Intuitively,the manufacturercommits to a uniformwholesale price knowing that it will subsequentlynegotiate a given fractionof the profits derived
from each good. Thus the manufacturereffectively chooses the wholesale
price in stage one to maximize a weighted average of the profits earned by
each good. This requiresraising the wholesale price above marginalcost to at
least partiallyinternalizethe externalityfrom downstreamcompetition. This
case is similar to the common-fee case in that the wholesale price is not
needed for surplus extraction and can be used to internalize downstream
competition, but note that the termD2(P*) - D1(P*) is absentfrom the firstordercondition. Since discriminatoryfixed fees are negotiated, the manufacturerdoes not need to balance the possibility that raising the wholesale price
might reducesales of the less profitableretailerby morethansales of the more
profitableretailer.
An importantimplication of this model is that the Robinson-PatmanAct
has adverseeffects even when it does not affect the type of discriminationthat
actually emerges in equilibrium.Both the benchmarkcase and the common
wholesale price/discriminatoryfee case yield a common wholesale price and
discriminatoryfee in equilibrium(except undersymmetry,in which case both
yield common fees). Nevertheless, the wholesale price is higher when a
common wholesale price is requiredby law than when it is derived from
private bilateral negotiations. The adverse effect of Robinson-Patmanis to
prevent such negotiationsfrom driving down wholesale prices.
4. Profit and Welfare Comparisons
"Wherevera little band of lawmakersare gatheredtogetherin the sacredname of legislation," said one observer, "you may be sure that they are ... thinkingup things they can
do to the chain stores." (Palamountain,1955:162)

We now turn to the policy implicationsof our model. In particular,we ask
what the model implies abouthow the governmentcan proceed to achieve its
objectives. The discussion below is summarizedby the flow chartin Figure 1.
The first thing to notice is that all firms (weakly) prefer some price discrimination policy over no policy at all.25 Firms differ, however, in their
preferences among Robinson-Patmanregimes. The common-fee case, if
informationallyfeasible, is the worst for the small retailer,since the manufacturercommits to a fixed fee that extractsits entire surplus. Thus, if Congress intended the Robinson-PatmanAct as a means of protectingthe small
25. To see this, compare the discriminatory-feecase, which maximizes joint profits, to the
benchmarkcase, which does not. Let n be thejoint profitsof the manufacturerand both retailers.
It is straightforwardto show that in any bargainingequilibrium in which fixed fees are not
constrained, the manufacturerearns r,, = Anl + B, where A = a,a21(a, + a2 - a,a2) and
B = [,,(1l - a,)a/^ ]/(a2 + a2 - a1a2), and retaileri earns -i = C,i + D,, where C =
(1 - a,)aj/(al + a2 - aa2) and D = (1 - a,)(d1 - d^ - ajd,,)(a + a2 - a,a2). Since
each firm's profit is an affine function of joint profits under the two cases, and since the disagreementpoints do not depend on wv,each firm is betteroff at vrF > c.
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DiscriminatoryFees

objectivesin intermediate
goods pricediscrimination.
Figure1. Government

businessman from the chain store "menace" (American Bar Association,
1980:14-19), its choice is between the no-fee case and the discriminatory-fee
case. If the small retailerhas little or no bargainingpower, as was generally
believed when Robinson-Patmanwas passed, then the no-fee regime serves it
best. This is because the rents associatedwith its markupin the no-fee regime
are not transferredto the manufactureras they are in the otherregimes. On the
other hand, if the small retailer has substantial bargaining power, the
discriminatory-feeregime serves it best. This is because the discriminatoryfee regime maximizesjoint profits;if the small retailerhas enough bargaining
power, its shareof maximizedjoint profitsexceeds what it earnsunderthe nofee regime.
Although protectingthe manufacturerand large retailerwas never a stated
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goal of Robinson-Patman,it could be a secondary goal if the government
values their profits or if they have political influence. In general, the preferences of these firms over the differentRobinson-Patmanregimes depends on
their relative bargainingpowers and the degree of substitutionbetween retailers'products.However, theirpreferencesmay well conflictwith thatof the
small retailer. For example, if retailers are close to being symmetric, the
manufacturerearns close to the maximized joint profit in the common-fee
case. Retailers, however, do poorly. As anotherexample of conflictingpreferences, if the chain store has substantial bargainingpower, it prefers the
discriminatory-feeregime, since that regime maximizesjoint profits. But if at
the same time, the small retailerhas little bargainingpower, it prefersthe nofee regime, and so forth.
Like most of the antitruststatutes, the Robinson-PatmanAct proscribes
actions whose effect "may be substantiallyto lessen competition."If "competition" refers to a process tending to lower price towardmarginalcost, then
our results imply that Robinson-Patmanitself lessens competition.Unlike the
firms, consumersare best served when price discriminationis allowed, for in
each Robinson-Patmanregime the prices are higher than in the benchmark
case.
We can get an idea of how large the welfare (producerplus consumer
surplus) loss from Robinson-Patmancan be in a linear demand example.
Assume that aggregate net utility is
U (

(1 + y)V,

(q1 - q2)2 _
2(1 + 2y)

q
))V2

+

) + yV

q2

+

)2

2

iiqi,

where VI, V2, andy are nonnegativeconstantsandq, is the quantityconsumed
of the ith good. Differentiatingwith respectto quantityand invertinggives the
demand system
Di(Pi,P2) =

/2(Vi - (1 + Y)Pi + yPj),

i = 1,2,

j # i.

The parametery representsthe degree of substitutionbetween products.For a
unit increase in Pi, retailer i loses 1 + y in sales, and of this, y sales are
diverted to retailerj. Thus y/(l + y) representsthe increase inj's sales as a
fraction of the reduction in i's sales. When y = 0, no sales are diverted;
consumer demands are independent. As y -- oo, retailers become perfect
substitutes in the eyes of consumers. Differences between the market size
parametersVI and V2 reflect the degree of asymmetry.
Figure 2 illustratesthe percentagedecreasein total welfare arisingfrom the
three Robinson-Patmanregimes when V, = 9, V2 = 10, and c = 0. Notice
that as the retailers' products become closer substitutes (y increasing), the
welfare loss under the discriminatory-feeand common-fee cases increases,
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Figure2. Welfareloss under Robinson-Patman

while the welfare loss decreasesin the no-fee case. At y = 0, the welfare loss
is 0 percent, 3.6 percent, and 41.5 percent,respectively;at y = 5, the welfare
loss is 23.4 percent, 23.7 percent, and 31.2 percent. Intuitively, the
discriminatory-feeand common-fee cases yield similar welfare results because the retailers are close to symmetric in the example. Nevertheless, the
discriminatory-feecase is always preferable to the common-fee case and
yields zero welfare loss at the polar extreme where the retailer'sproductsare
independent(y = 0). By contrast, the double markupin the no-fee case is
exacerbatedas retailers'productsbecome less substitutable(y decreasing).On
the other hand, as retailers'productsbecome more substitutable(y increasing), all threecases converge in the limit to maximizejoint profit(not shown).
But the welfare loss associated with joint profitmaximization(25 percent)is
still substantialwhen comparedto the competitive benchmark.
5. Conclusion
The Robinson-PatmanAct was enacted in 1936 to limit the purchasingpower
of large retailchain stores. Few have questionedits basic intent. Instead,most
criticism deals with primaryline issues of predatorypricing, barriersto entry,
and cartel stability,as well as practicaldifficultiesin enforcingthe act, such as
the lack of an adequatecost justificationdefense (often deemed illusory), and
the inevitableimpedimentsto distributionalefficiencyengenderedby preventing retailersintegratedinto wholesaling from being compensatedby the manufacturerfor their services.26
26. See Schwartz (1986) for an excellent summaryof these issues.
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So substantial was the early criticism that gradually a broad consensus
emerged that intermediategoods price discriminationshould not be proscribed. Reflectingthis view, public enforcementbecamedormantthroughthe
1970s.27 But Robinson-Patmanis no longer dormant. Encouraged by the
courts' increasing sensitivity to economic analysis, the Federal Trade Commission's approachis now characterizedas one of "cautiouscommitment."28
Moreover,the Robinson-PatmanAct's visibility was recentlyenhancedby the
SupremeCourtcases Texaco,Inc. v. Hasbrouck, 110 S. Ct. 2535 (1990) and
Brooke GroupLtd. v. Brown & WilliamsonTobacco Corp., 113 U.S. 2578
(1993).29 In addition, privatelitigation continuesunabated(Salop and White
(1988) estimate that 18.1 percent of all private federal antitrustsuits filed
between 1973 and 1983 involved Robinson-Patmanclaims), and the prospect
of treble damages still causes manufacturersto assess carefully the consequences of their pricing decisions.
Despite the historicaland renewedimportanceof secondaryline protection
underRobinson-Patman,the welfare effects of forbiddingdiscriminatorydiscounts have only recently been subjected to formal economic modeling.30
However, these efforts have not incorporatedbargainingor nonlinearpricing,
two practices that are pervasive in many intermediategoods markets.When
they are included, the analysis of secondaryline price discriminationis altered
in a crucial way. For instance, our model predictsthat while firms (including
small retailers)may benefit from Robinson-Patman,they always do so at the
expense of consumersand total welfare. Put succinctly,forbiddingintermediate goods price discriminationconstrainsthe bargainingprocess by inhibiting
buyers from seeking marginalprice concessions thatlower retailprices. This
insight, along with the numerousprimaryline criticisms pointed out by others, and the practicaldifficultiesof enforcement,raises seriousconcernsabout
the efficacy of the Robinson-PatmanAct.
Although we believe our model identifies an importantunintendedconse27. According to Schererand Ross (1990), FederalTradeCommission(FTC) complaintsfell
from an averageof 74 per year during 1960-1965 to 5.6 per year during 1966-1970. And in the
decade 1975-1985, a total of only 6 complaints were filed.
28. See the April 1991 addressto the Robinson-PatmanAct Committeeof the AmericanBar
Association, by Kevin Arquit, director of the FTC's Bureau of Competition. He describes the
recently settled Boise Cascade Corp. litigation (No. 91-33) as well as several ongoing internal
investigations. The text of his remarkscan be found in the CCH Trade Regulation Reports at
?150,058.
29. In Texaco, the SupremeCourtaffirmedthe propirietyof functionaldiscounts. It held that
discounts are allowable even thoughnot explicitly permittedby the Robinson-PatmanAct as long
as the price differentialsare reimbursementfor legitimatemarketingfunctions.The Courtfurther
indicatedthatsuppliersdo not have to satisfy the rigorsof the cost justificationdefense in orderto
show the reasonablenessof the discount. The Brooke case is discussed in note I above.
30. Recent articlesinclude DeGraba(1987, 1990) andKatz (1987). In contrastto ouranalysis,
DeGrabaand Katz find thatsecondaryline price discriminationreduceswelfare. Price discrimination is harmful in DeGraba (1987) because it induces local firms to overly differentiatetheir
products. It is harmful in DeGraba (1990) because it leads retailers to distort their choice of
productiontechnology in an inefficientway. Katz (1987) finds that price discriminationreduces
welfare unless it prevents inefficientbackwardintegration.
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quence of forbiddingprice discrimination-that is, the mitigationof bilateral
incentives to negotiate lower wholesale prices-we made several simplifying
assumptionsthat prevent unambiguouspolicy prescriptions.For instance, in
the absence of unilateraldeviationsbeliefs, which are implicit in the bargaining equilibrium concept, the underlying extensive-form game has multiple
perfect Bayesian equilibria when price discriminationis allowed, some of
which entail wholesale prices above marginalcost. In addition, Katz (1991)
has identified several conditions (not in our model) under which wholesale
prices will exceed marginalcost even when contractsare unobservableand
two-parttariffs are feasible. For example, in the presence of upstreammoral
hazard,wholesale prices above marginalcost help mitigatethe manufacturer's
incentive to chisel on productquality.Wholesaleprices may also play a more
active role in transferringsurplus between a manufacturerand its retailers
when there is asymmetricinformation(e.g., the upstreamfirmmay not know
downstreamcosts), or when there is demanduncertaintyand retailersare risk
averse. Obviously, welfare comparisonsacross regimes are more difficult in
such situations. Extendingthe model to include these considerationsis left for
furtherresearch.
Appendix A: Noncooperative Foundations of Bargaining Equilibria
We describe two noncooperativegames that yield bargainingequilibria as
solutions. Consider first the simple bargaininggame in which a single upstream firm makes private take-it-or-leave-itoffers to multiple retailerswho
then compete by simultaneously choosing retail prices. As pointed out by
several authors(Hart and Tirole, 1990; O'Brien and Shaffer, 1992; McAfee
and Schwartz, 1994), this game and its Courot varianthave multiple perfect Bayesian equilibria owing to the arbitrarynature of retailers' out-ofequilibriumbeliefs aboutoffers received by theirrivals. Two approacheshave
been suggested to deal with this problem. One approachis to require equilibria to be immunenot only from profitabledeviationsby individualplayers,
but also from profitablecontractualdeviations by coalitions of players who
contractwith each other. Such equilibriawere called "contractequilibria"by
Cremerand Riordan(1987) in a somewhat differentcontext.31O'Brien and
Shaffer (1992) show that a bargainingequilibriumis a contractequilibrium
with a particulardistributionof rents determinedby a,, i = 1,2.
The second approachto the multiplicity problem is to place restrictions
on retailers' out-of-equilibriumbeliefs. The "passive beliefs" restrictionof
McAfee and Schwartz(1994) and the "market-by-market
bargaining"restriction of Hartand Tirole (1990) requirethatretailersview unexpectedoffers by
the manufactureras unilateraldeviations. Under this restriction,the unique
perfect Bayesian equilibriumto the take-it-or-leave-itgame yields a bargain31. A related idea is the "strong equilibrium"concept of Aumann (1959), which requires
immunity from profitabledeviations by any coalition of players. Weakeningthis to allow deviations only by individuals and coalitions of firms that contractwith each other yields a contract
equilibriumin our model.
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ing equilibriumin which the manufacturerreceives all the rents. Intuitively,
unilateral deviations beliefs force equilibria to be immune from profitable
bilateraldeviations by the manufacturerand each retailer.
The take-it-or-leave-itgame can be generalizedto an infinite-horizonbargaining game in which the manufacturerand each retaileralternateoffers each
period until reachingagreementor until negotiationsbreakdown. The analysis is similar to that of Jun (1989), who examines negotiationsbetween an
employer and two unions. The main difference is that Jun finds a unique
subgameperfectequilibrium,whereaswith unobservablenonlinearcontracts,
a generalizationof the unilateraldeviations beliefs assumptionis needed to
establish uniqueness.
Appendix B: Proofs and Calculations
B.1 Proofof Proposition1
Equation2 gives the necessary first-orderconditions for wholesale prices to
arise in a bargainingequilibrium.Substitutingin each retailer'sfirstcondition
for optimal retail pricing gives
2

E

j=1

(w -c)

-- = 0,
api

i = 1, 2.

In matrixnotation, this expressioncan be writtenas (w - c)Dp = 0, wherew
= (w,,w2), = (c,c), and Dp is the 2-by-2 matrixof demandderivatives. By
our assumptionson demand,Dp is invertible.Hence, the bargainingequilibrium wholesale prices are the same for each retailerand are given by w = cthat is, wholesale prices are equal to the manufacturer'smarginalcost.
Q.E.D.
B.2 Calculationsfor the LinearDemand Example
For the linear demand example introducedin Section 4, tedious but straightforwardcalculationsyield the following retail prices as bargainingequilibria
in the four regimes:
P,+ =,
PNF

2,

i= 1,2,

j

j#i,

= (10 + 13y + 3y2)Vi + (2 + 9y + 3y2)Vj + (4 + lOy + 6y2)c
16 + 32y + 12y2
j
i,
i=1, 2,

pF.F =

poF

2(1 + y)Vi + yVj + (2 + 5y + 3y2)c1,
484+
+ 3y2

_

V1+

V2-

4

2c

' p

_F

(6 + 3y)V2 + (3y- 2)Vi + (4 + 6y)c
8+ 12y

(4 + 3y)V +i 3yV4+ (4 + 6y)c
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,2 , 2,

j
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To generate Figure 2, we used these prices to find equilibriumquantities
and then substitutedthem into the social welfare function (utility plus joint
profits). Finally, we constructedpercentagechange in welfare for each regime
using the benchmarkcase as the base.
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